Y7 Golden Thread:
How does Geography give us a
sense of place?

The Big Picture
• Why has the tourism industry
grown?

KS3 Geography – Y7: Tourism
Knowledge Organiser
Kenya lies along the Equator on the east coast of Africa, next
to the Indian Ocean.
Kenya offers a range of attractions, for example, central ‐ Mt
Kenya, the highest mountain in Kenya for hiking, NW ‐ Lake
Turkana for bird watching, NE ‐ Chalbi Desert for a desert
experience, SW ‐ Masai Mara National Reserve for a safari
experience, SE ‐ Mombassa for a beach experience.

Factors affecting the growth of
tourism
• Social ‐ linked to people and they
way they live their lives.
• Economic ‐ linked to money and
jobs.
• Technological ‐ linked to
machines and devices that often
make our lives easier.

• What is the Tourist Resort
Lifecycle Model?

• What is tourism like in Kenya?

Positive and negative impacts of tourism

• How can tourism lead to
conflict?

• How is eco‐tourism different?

• How have trends in tourism
changed?
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Here are some key words from this
topic. Can you add anymore?

tourism (n)

A stay away from home for at
least one night for the purpose
of leisure or business.

impact (v)

To have a strong effect on
someone or something.

conflict (n)

A disagreement over
something.

eco‐tourism
(n)

A type of tourism that doesn't
cause harm to people or the
environment and intended to
support conservation efforts.

disposable
income (n)

The income remaining after all
taxes are paid.

CEIAG Link: For this topic we can make
links to a variety of professions:
Travel Advisor / Agent
Holiday Rep
Travel Blogger / Writer
Tour Guide
Tourist Board Advisor
Hotel Manager
Hospitality Manager
Bureau De Change Clerk
Coastal Involvement Officer
Countryside Manager
Architect
If you are interested in the above
careers, don’t forget you can do some
research and speak to Mrs Ackroyd.

Few adventurous people looking for something different in a holiday.
Local people start to notice that there are increasing numbers of people.
The place becomes easier to get to and so the numbers of tourists increase dramatically.
Tourism dominates the local economy.
The resort has started to become unpopular.
Decline in what was once a popular area, it no longer has the ‘appeal’.
Rejuvenation and improvements and investment put into area to bring back the ‘appeal’.

